Horizon Choice Board
Students should choose at least one activity from their grade level to complete each week.

1st grade

2nd grade

3rd grade

4th grade

5th grade

Choose a book to read (or
think of your favorite
book). Use one of the apps
on your iPad to tell
someone about the story
in a creative way. For
example, use the Sock
Puppets app to re-tell the
story, or use a drawing
app to draw your favorite
part. Use your imagination
and the sky’s the limit!
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Choose a book to read (or
think of your favorite
book). Use your
Chromebook to make a
book report type
presentation in a creative
way. Use your imagination
and the sky’s the limit! You
can use Google Slides,
Animatron, Powtoon,
Canva, or any other digital
tool. Be sure to get your
parent’s permission before
creating any new
accounts!
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Go to BrainPop, Jr
and choose a video
that interests you.
Watch it and take the
quiz at the end! Write
the topic and your
score here:
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Go to KidBlog and create
a new post. You can post
about something that’s
important to you or post a
creative story with
beginning, middle, and
end. Remember to
PROOFREAD for
capitalization and
punctuation! All posts and
comments MUST follow
our blogging
expectations!
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With your parent’s
permission, visit Art
for Kids Hub and
choose a drawing to
create. Then, write a
3-5 sentence story to
go with it!

With your parent’s
permission, visit Art
for Kids Hub and
choose a drawing to
create. Then, write a
5-7 sentence story to
go with it!

1st grade
Become an inventor!
Can you think of a
new invention idea?
Use the SeeSaw app
to upload a selfie
video or a drawing
post with sound to tell
about your invention.
What does it do? Why
do people need it?
How did you think of
it? Do you think you
can really create it?
How?

2nd grade

3rd grade

4th grade

5th grade
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new invention idea?
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Slides page to record
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How?
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Create a fiction story with
Think of an animal
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characters, setting,
you would like to know you would like to know
beginning, middle, end,
more about. Use
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and a problem/solution.
Kidtopia to find out
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Use a digital tool such as
facts about the
facts about the
stop motion or animation
to tell your story! You can
animal. Then, draw a
animal. Then, draw a
use any type of materials
picture of the animal
picture of the animal
including drawings, Legos,
and use the
and use the
playdoh, or even humans!
Chatterpix app to
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Try iKitMovie or q
 Stop,
make your animal
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“talk” about its facts!
“talk” about its facts!
animation app you might
have used on other
projects.
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Create a fiction story with
characters, setting,
beginning, middle, end,
and a problem/solution.
Use a digital tool such as
stop motion or animation
to tell your story! You can
use any type of materials
including drawings, Legos,
playdoh, or even humans!
Try iKitMovie or q
 Stop,
Toonz, or any other
animation app you might
have used on other
projects.
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